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Director’s Message
We, Brillianz Education strongly believe that education should consist of a series of enhancements, each 
raising the individuals to higher level of alertness, knowledge, understanding & kinship with all living things. 
Moreover, the responsibilities of the education which can impart skills to make an individual more marketable 
and provide greater career choice which could eventually prove to be a turning point in one’s career. Our 
programs confer you with tools to lead and manage in today’s ever changing business landscape.

Mr. Ajith
Director - (Operations)

Brillianz Education

Mr. Harshad A K
Director - (Marketing & Events)

Brillianz Education

Prof. Ansari Ebrahim
Director - (Academic Affairs)

Brillianz Education
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Welcome to 
Lincoln University College
Lincoln University College, Petaling Jaya was established in 2002 as Lincoln College and upgraded in 2011. Lincoln 
University College is one of the premier private institutions of higher education approved by the Ministry of Higher 
Education and Malaysian Qualifying Agency (MQA - National Accreditation Board). The University College is situated 
in the cosmopolitan town of Petaling Jaya Kelana Jaya LRT Station, which is 10 Kilometers West of the Capital city, 
Kuala Lumpur.

Success and Excellence
The founders and administrator of LINCOLN are true academicians who are committed to helping the students to 
achieve their potential in the education, research and employment world of this exciting new millennium. They bring 
together almost fifty years of higher education, post secondary education and language teaching experience. Their 
backgrounds include teaching, research and professional training.  LINCOLN focus is student centered and student-
directed.  Our Philosophy is that everyone has a claim to education in order to better their life, advance their career 
and reach their desired level of personal success.

Brillianz Director 
are Signing the 
MOU with LUC 
delegates



From The Desk Of Pro - Chancellor
Lincoln University College (LUC) is a vibrant and diverse academic center focused on teaching 
and learning and helps to realize innovative knowledge. At LUC, we set very high goals, and 
our activities have a worldwide impact. LUC brings together world-renowned faculties and 
students from all over the  nation and the world. The dynamic culture and pioneering 
academic programs of LUC prepare the  industrious students for the 21st century careers. 

Our alumni, faculty, students, and staffs share a passion for this institution that is beyond 
any comparison. Intense participation in extra-curriculum promotes collaboration and solidarity. 
There is a  unique level of personal interaction between the student and the lecturer which 
facilitate the generation of novel awareness to  seek new academic prospects, and to learn 
skills that can turn dreams into realities. Our programs, services, and quality-of-life facilities 
are intended to make best use of your potential and help to accomplish the aspirations of 

life. The assurance of this university college is towards the teaching excellence that improves the academic  know-how 
of the students. It is our hope that we can help to address the challenges faced by the students and provide them with 
possible strategies. In addition to the accessible coursework the faculty members are aimed at preparing the students with 
scholarly foundation demanded by today’s - and tomorrows - professional careers, including opportunities for cultural 
amelioration. 

In Lincoln we count more who graduated than who comes in. Our endeavor is to spread the system of education among 
each and every individual of the younger generation without any discrimination so as to make this world a better place to 
live in.

Students applying to selective colleges understandably want to know, “what does it take 
to get in?” The answers they receive from admission professionals often sound evasive, 
disingenuous, even haughty. But the truth is that there is no concrete formula for gaining 
admission to colleges that have so many excellent candidates. Consider the following 
thoughts about college admission in general against LINCOLN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE in 
particular.

 Most candidates applying to top schools have the preparation, performance and personal 
qualities to be successful in a highly competitive learning environment.

 Selective Colleges attract far more qualified students than they could possibly accommodate 
in their first year classes. The admission process at these schools is highly subjective 
and arbitrary.

 Applicants to highly selective colleges must confront the prospect that they will be 
placed on a waiting list or refused admission without concrete reasons. Such an 
outcome does not mean they are unqualified or unworthy. It reflects the quality of 
competition for admission.

 But at LUC, in the selection process , involvement with activities, services or work are carefully 
considered. We look for serious commitment, leadership and earned recognition from 
peers or adults. We want to enroll people, who will enrich our community with their 
talents and personalities.

 The appraisal of teachers and guidance counselors influence our decisions. We value 
intellectual vigor, self-motivation, active participation and the desire to pursue knowledge 
with creativity and independence.

 We hope candidates will use the required essay as a vehicle to reveal their ideal and 
opinions, their values and aspirations. We want to know about their thought processes.

As I mentioned, there is no formula for gaining admission into a highly selective colleges. 
But I hope this has provided some insights into our evaluation of application here at Lincoln. 
Good luck with the process.

Dr. AMIYA BHAUMIK 
MA, MBA, PhD

Vice Chancellor

DATUK DR HAJJAH BIBI 
FLORINA ABDULLAH 

Pro - Chancellor

From The Desk Of  Vice Chancellor
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5 Reasons Why You Should Study In 
Lincoln University College 
Malaysia 
Affordability : The Mission of Lincoln University College is to provide 
excellent quality higher educational opportunities for a diverse 
student population in a very affordable fee through Lincoln 
Scholarship and Financial Aids. We provide scholarship in all our 
offered programs.

Quality Education : Lincoln University college programs are designed 
with 50% theory and 50% practical or industrial training with 
qualified and experienced lecturers to build and ensure the student 
success.

Credit Transfer System : Students would have the option of 
studying at Lincoln Malaysia and obtain UK degree. Alternately, 
students study part in Malaysia and transfer to any of our partner 
University in UK, US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Europe.

Globalization of Education : Lincoln University College has 
affiliations and collaborations with reputed universities of 
the world. We develop opportunities to participate in multi 
disciplinary projects at the international level and thus students 
are able to acquire knowledge regarding the global education 
scenario as well as the global trends of education.

Diverse Opportunity : Lincoln University College aims towards 
the academic growth of the students and also provides access 
to the best career opportunities of the world. We offer to our 
students Bachelor Programs, Post – Graduate Programs and Ph.D 
Programs on a diverse range of subjects. Our academic staff 
focuses on the enhancement of the knowledge and skills of the 
students, so that they are able to achieve excellence in the global 
competitive world.

Introduction Of 

Lincoln University College
Lincoln University College, Petaling Jaya was established in 2002 as Lincoln College (LC) and upgraded in 2011. Lincoln  
University College is one of the premier private institutions of higher education approved by the Ministry of Higher 
Education and Malaysian Qualifying Agency (MQA- National Accreditation Board). The University College is situated in 
the cosmopolitan town  of Petaling Jaya Near Kelana Jaya LRT Station, which is 10 kilometers west from the capital city, 
Kuala Lumpur.

The founders and administrators of LINCOLN are true academicians who are committed to help the students to achieve 
their  potential in education, research and employment world of this exciting new millennium. They bring together 
almost fifty years of  higher education, post secondary education and language teaching experience. Their backgrounds 
include teaching, research and professional training. Lincoln’s focus is student centered and student-directed. Our 
philosophy is that everyone has a claim to education in order to make their life better, advance their career and reach 
their desired level of personal success.

VISION
To be acclaimed institution of higher learning 
that is able to cater to the global community.

To be distinguished educational institution 
that provides world class education for the 
global market.

To be center of educational excellence that 
facilitates the unprecedented amassing 
of knowledge.

MISSION
Lincoln University College, is a multilingual, 
diverse, multicultural institution of higher 
education that ensures the intellectual,  
professional advancement, which is free 
from all types of limitations, all bondage, all 
littleness, manifestation of latent power of 
every human being through morality based 
on strength and synthesis for reverential 
ethical, social unity and integrity. Lincoln 
maintains a proud tradition of research and 
scholarly activity and prepares its students for 
career opportunities in a highly competitive, 
technological and rapidly changing world.

8
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The Malaysian Qualifications Agency or MQA is a statutory body in Malaysia set up 
to accredit academic programs provided by educational institutions providing post  
secondary or higher education and facilitate the recognition and articulation of 
qualifications.

The Ministry of Higher Education, 
Malaysia

Malaysian Qualifying Agency 
(MQA- National Accreditation Board)

The functions of the MOHE was originally within the purview of the Ministry of Education (MOE) until 
the departments and agencies responsible for higher education were separated from the MOE on  
27 March 2004 and established as a full ministry under a Federal Minister. In 2013, the Prime Minister, Najib Razak, 
merged the Ministry of Education and the ministry into a single Ministry of Education. In 2015, the Ministry 
is re-established.

Approvals
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MOHE - SR, UAE

Listed
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Foundation in Business and Computing
(Commerce Stream)

Course Details

BBA 
(Bachelor of Business Administration)

MBA - General 
(Executive)

MBA - Specializations
	Global Business

	Health Care Management

	Supply chain and logistics Management

	Oil and Gas

	Human Resource Management

Ph.D - Specializations
	Management

	Engineering

	Doctor of Business Administration (DBA)
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Foundation in Business and Computing
KPT/JPS(PA 11138)07/15

The Foundation in Business and Computing has the same standard as a Pre – University 
programme also called matriculation, a stage before registering into our degree programmes. 
The course, Foundation in Business and Computing offers the students with the opportunity for 
direct entry into the first year (Year 1) of any university programme. Lincoln University College 
thus offers advance educational opportunities, which will help the students to acquire jobs in 
reputed organizations.

Students, who have scored credit in science, additional mathematics, further mathematics, 
chemistry, biology and physics will be able achieve success in the foundation course as well as in 
the degree programmes of computer science. Students, who have scored credits in History, English, 
Art, Moral, Commerce, Accounts or any other arts subject will excel in creative technology, but 
students need to fulfill certain criteria, to study Computer Science

For students of arts, who wish to study Computer Science, their results of computing subjects 
should be at least a pass in the foundation level. This programme is for both local and 
international students, who wish to study degree programme of any field.

Foundation Programme 
(In Business and Computing)
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Programme Aim
 Train the students for any university degree in Business 

and Computing.

 Train to cope with psychological stress and anxiety.

 Produce professionals especially for project work.

 Educate the students regarding the higher programmes 
of study and professional degrees.

 Study for only One Year and enroll directly into the  
first year of a university degree course.

Career Opportunities
After completion of this course the students are expected 
to find jobs and work as

 Marketing Consultant.

 Investment Banker.

 Business Advisory.

 Management Consultant.

 Commodities Trader.

 General Manager.

 Training Manager.

 Small Business Operator.
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List of courses / Module offerd in the Programme

Foundation in Business and computing

Sl.No Subject Code Subject of BIMS College Credit Hours 
(BIMS)

1 FBC001 English & Secretarial practice 6

2 FBC002 Office Management & Systems 6

3 FBC003 Economics & Entrepreneurship 6

4 FBC004 Introduction to Accounting & Finance 6

5 FBC005 Business communication 6

6 FBC006 E-Commerce & Internet Applications 6

7 FBC007 Principles of Computer 6

8 FBC008 Marketing Management 6

9 FBC009 Principles of  Management 6

Fee Structure and Mode of Payments

Session Fee

2000 AED !!
Can be payable by equivalent monthly installments

Intake :
January   |   May   |   September

Entry Requirements :
- 10th / 11th  Certificate Copy

- Passport Copy

- 6 photographs

- SPM minimum 5 credits, 1 credit 
should be in Mathematics.

- Pass in BM & BI.

- O-Level or equivalent qualification.
For non-Malaysian citizens, please refer to the 
Malaysian Qualification Agency’s (MQA) List of 
Overseas Qualifications & its equivalency with 
Malaysian Education System to see if you qualify 
for this course.

Lectures
Lectures are Mandatory

Each subject should set a minimum 
of 75% off attendance.

Terms & Conditions: Session Fee 2000 AED Should be Completed before the Exam  
Initial Reg. Fee 1000AED

Programme Chart

Session I

Oct / Nov / Dec  Exam - Dec End 2000 AED

Session II

Jan / Feb / Mar Exam - Mar End 2000 AED

Session III

Apr / May / June Exam - June End 2000 AED

15
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Bachelor (Hons) in Business Administration
KPT/JPS(PA 0795)06/17

The Bachelor (Hons) in Business Administration program of Lincoln 
University College, Malaysia (LUC) is designed to help the students to 
acquire academic and technical skills, so that they are able to take 
up managerial roles in the future. LUC strives to provide the graduate 
students with adequate knowledge of business and in-depth 
knowledge of their subject areas.This learning will help the students 
to achieve success in the professional field.

BBA 
Bachelor of Business Administration

16
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Programme Aim
 Ability to acquire knowledge in business and economics that will 

help the graduates to compete at the global level as managers 
and executives.

 To produce proactive graduates, who are knowledgeable as well 
as aware about the current issues of business and economics.

 To produce graduates with the capability to integrate and apply 
the latest technology in organizational management.

 To contribute to the country’s development by producing graduates 
that fulfills the requirement of both private and public sectors.

 To allow the students to share their knowledge of business and 
economics with students of other schools in this university college, 
to produce well-prepared graduates.

 To develop physical fitness , so that the students emerge as 
disciplined individuals. 

Career Opportunities
After completion of this course the 
students are expected to find jobs 
and work as

 Marketing Consultant.

 Investment Banker.

 Business Advisory.

 Management Consultant.

 Commodities Trader.

 General Manager.

 Training Manager.

 Small Business Operator. 

The objectives of the course are aimed at :
Developing the skills and abilities required to exhibit strong leadership qualities and 
management abilities in a complex global and changing business environment by providing 
students with an understanding of the management disciplines of accounting & finance, 
marketing and managing people. Elective subjects can further extend this knowledge base to 
accommodate student interest and vocational needs. 

Offering opportunities to explore modern aspects of Business Administration not previously 
considered and to broaden aspects that were covered in previous studies.

Developing a keen appreciation of some key theoretical concepts, major economic themes 
and significant current issues related to Business Administration. 

Providing opportunities for practical appreciation and application of the Business 
Administration perspective for businesses in the Asian region.

Developing an awareness of the professional context it will enable the graduates with 
Business Administration credentials to acquire information regarding the areas of employment.

17
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Bachelor of Business Administration
List of courses / Module offerd in the Programme 

First Year
Sl.No Subject Code Subject Name Credit

1 BBA1001 Business English and Communication 9

2 BBA1002 Computer Application for Management 12

3 BBA1003 Introduction to Accounting and Finance 6

4 BBA1004 Business Economics 6

5 BBA1005 Human Resource Management and Behavior 6

6 BBA1006 Quantitative and Research Methods 6

7 BBA1007 Strategic Management 3

Second Year
Sl.No Subject Code Subject Name Credit

1 BBA2001 Innovation Management for Global Competitiveness 3

2 BBA2002 Tqm and Six Sigma (TSS) 3

3 BBA2003 Target Economics Region 3

4 BBA2004 Event Management 3

5 BBA2005 Retail Management (RM) 3

6 BBA2006 Production and Operation Management 3

7 BBA2007 Company Law 3

Third Year
Sl.No Subject Code Subject Name Credit

1 BBA3001 Principles and Practice of Marketing 12

2 BBA3002 Project Management 3

3 BBA3003 Business Organization 3

4 BBA3004 Entrepreneurship 3

5 BBA3005 International Business Management & MNC 6

6 BBA3006 Sociology & Psychology 6

7 BBA3007 Logistics & Supply Chain Management (LSCM) 3

8 BBA3008 Bachelor's Thesis 9
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Intake :
January   |   May   |   September

Fee Structure and Mode of Payments

Session Fee

2500 AED !!
Can be payable by equivalent monthly installments

Terms & Conditions : Session Fee 2500 AED Should be Completed before the Exam 
Initial Reg. Fee 5000AED

Programme Chart

Session 1

Jan / Feb / Mar / Apr  Exam - May End 2500 AED

Session 11

Aug/ Sep / Oct / Nov Exam - December End 2500 AED

Lectures
Lectures are Mandatory

Each subject should set a minimum of 75% 
off attendance.

Entry Requirements :
- 10th / 11th  Certificate Copy

- Passport Copy

- 6 photographs

- Passed Certificate of Higher Education 
Malaysia (STPM) or equivalent with a 
minimum CGPA of 2.00 or grade C in two 
subjects and a pass in Mathematics and 
English at SPM level; or

- Passed Unified Examination Certificate 
(UEC) with at least grade B in 5 subjects 
including Math’s Lessons and the English; 
or

- Pass Foundation / Foundation Program 
/ basis of public / private institutions to 
achieve a minimum CGPA of 2.00; or

- Passed Ministry of Education Matriculation 
program to achieve a minimum CGPA of 2.00; 
or

- Diploma graduating from institutions 
recognized by the Malaysian Government 
to achieve a minimum CGPA of 2.00; or

- Route APEL - Candidates must be 21 years 
or older in the year of application, have 
relevant working experience and pass the 
assessment APEL conducted by MQA  
(Lincoln University College is subjected to 
the basic intake quota for students APEL 
set as maximum of 5% of the total student 
population in a given time).

- Other qualifications recognized by the 
Malaysian Government.

- Competence in English for international 
students: Has a score of 6.0 for IELTS or 
TOEFL minimum score of 550
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Master of Business Administration
KPT/JPS(PA 0797)02/17

The Master of Business Administration (MBA) course 
offered by Lincoln University College (LUC) focuses 
on the development of the self-reflective mindset, the 
analytic mindset, the collaborative mindset, the worldly 
mindset and the action mindset of the graduates. The 
MBA course is designed for mid-career professionals, 
whose careers and management responsibilities 
transcend a single functional specialty and require a 
broad  array of specialized knowledge and skills. The 
emphasis of this interdisciplinary, integrated and 
applied program is on the significant organizational 
as well as management processes of the public or 
private institutions doing business on a global scale.

Programme Aim
The aim of the programme is to prepare the students 
for senior management and executive-level positions, 
as it helps them to acquire managerial competencies 
including critical thinking skills, systems thinking skills, 
team building skills, decision-making skills and ethical 
leadership skills, required for managing the affairs of 
a business enterprise. An MBA degree would prove to 
be beneficial for those, who work in senior managerial 
and executive positions in business organizations.

An MBA programme offers a range of benefits for the 
successful applicants, including:

Business Knowledge: The MBA programme educates 
the students about business and all its related aspects. 
Students also gain an understanding of the business 
strategies, business concepts and business skills. This 
learning will also help the students to manage the 
day-to-day operations in their respective professional 
sphere of work, in the future.

Leadership Abilities: An MBA program includes rigorous 
training sessions, assignments, presentations, group 
projects and discussions. Students thus acquire the 
essential skills, which will help them to administer the 
business affairs, in the professional field. It will also 
help the students to emerge as leaders in their chosen field.

Networking: The alliances that the students form with 
fellow students and the network that the students 
build up, is deemed as one of the most important and 
valuable aspects of an MBA program. MBA graduates 
have realized that the associations formed during 
the period of an MBA program, are resources that are 
invaluable and can be drawn upon for years after the 
MBA degree has been achieved.

MBA
Executive 

Master of 
Business 
Administration
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Master of Business Administration
List of courses / Module offered in the Programme 

SEMESTER I
Session I
Jan / Feb / Mar 

Sl.No Semester MQA Subject Code Subject Name Credit

1 Semester 1 ACC501 Business Accounting and Finance 3

2 Semester 1 ECO501 Business Economics 3

3 Semester 1 HRM501 Human Resource Management 3

Session II
Apr / May / Jun 

Sl.No Semester MQA Subject Code Subject Name Credit

1 Semester 1 ORG501 Organizational Behaviour 3

2 Semester 1 MGT505 International Business 3

3 Semester 2 MGT503 Business Ethics and Governance 3

 First Semester ExaminationJune

SEMESTER II
Session III
Jul / Augh / Sep 

Sl.No Semester MQA Subject Code Subject Name Credit

1 Semester 2 MGT506 Operations Management 3

2 Semester 2 MKT501 Marketing Management 3

3 Semester 2 MGT505 Strategic Management 3

Session IV
Oct/ Nov / Dec 

Sl.No Semester MQA Subject Code Subject Name Credit

1 Semester 2 MGT504 Entrepreneurship 3

2 Semester 3 MKT508 Project Paper 6

3 Semester 3 MGT507 Research Methodology 4

 Second Semester Examination December
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Intake :
January   |   May   |   September

Fee Structure and Mode of Payments

Session Fee

4000 AED !!
Can be payable by equivalent monthly installments

Terms & Conditions:  Session Fee 4000 AED Should be Completed before the Exam 
Initial Reg. Fee 2000AED

Programme Chart

SEMESTER 1

Session I

Jan / Feb / Mar  --- 4000 AED

Session II

Apr / May / Jun Exam - June End 4000 AED

SEMESTER 2

Session III

July / Aug / Sep ---- 4000 AED

Session IV

Oct / Nov / Dec Exam - Dec. End 4000 AED

Lectures
Lectures are Mandatory

Each subject should set a minimum of 75%  
off attendance.

Entry Requirements :
- Degree Certificate Copy

- Passport Copy

- 6 photographs

i. Bachelor with a minimum CGPA of 2.50 or 
equivalent, as accepted by PPT Senate; or

ii. Bachelor’s Degree or the equivalent not 
CGPA of 2.50 may be admitted subject to  
a minimum of 5 years working experience  
in the relevant field; or

iii. Other qualifications recognized by the 
Malaysian Government.

 

For non-Malaysian citizens, please refer to the 
Malaysian Qualification Agency’s (MQA) List of 
Overseas 

Qualifications & its equivalency with Malaysian 
Education System to see if you qualify for this 
course.

Career Opportunities
Degrees are acquired with the purpose of advancing career prospects. 
As far as an MBA degree is concerned, the only difference with 
other degrees is that an MBA degree is considered as the most 
valuable post graduate degree as it offers exciting and diverse job 
opportunities. This difference is also noticeable with respect to 
career prospects, Pre-MBA and Post-MBA. An MBA degree enhances 
the business knowledge of the students, which will enable them to 
prove their competency in the professional field and also help them 
to acquire senior positions in organizations. 
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MBAMaster 
of Business 
Administration

Specialization
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MBAGlobal Business

Programme Description
The Master of Business Administration (MBA) in Global Business course offered by Lincoln University 
College (LUC) provides opportunities for students to develop their capability to engage and deal with 
uncertainty, change and turbulence in the organizational environments, and to develop skills in strategy, 
leadership, innovation and ethical and social responsibility. This course is designed for mid-career 
professionals, whose careers and management responsibilities transcend a single functional specialty 
and require a broad array of specialized knowledge and skills. The core courses in an MBA program 
cover various areas of business such as accounting, finance, marketing, human resources, and operations 
management in a manner most relevant to management analysis and strategy.
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Entry Requirements
Pass in Bachelor Degree related 
to the programme.

Any qualification recognized by 
Government of Malaysia.

Intake :
January   |   May   |   September

Programme Duration
Minimum Duration: 18 Months

Programme Aim

List of Course/Module Offered in the Programme 

Sl. No Subject Name Credit

1 Global Marketing Management 3

2 Business Strategic Management 3

3 Business Research Methodology 3

4 Business Economics 3

5 Organizational Behavior 3

6 Risk Management In International Business 3

7 Business Ethics and Law 3

8 Business Accounting & Finance 3

9 International Human Resource Management 3

10 Global Leadership Management 3

11 Service Operation Management 3

12 Quantitative Methods For Business Study 3

13 Graduate Research (Thesis Option) 3

14 Applied Research (Non-Thesis Option) 3

15 Contemporary Trend and Issues In Int’l Business Industry 3

16 Entrepreneurship 3

Master of  Business Administration (MBA) in Global Business
KPT/JPS(FA0797)02/17

The aim of the programme is to prepare the students with skills of curiosity, 
initiative, independence, reflection and knowledge transfer that will 
allow them to enhance their managerial effectiveness. After completion 
of these course students will gain an understanding of the business 
strategies, business concepts and business skills. Graduates acquire the 
essential skills, which will help them to administer the business affairs, in 
the professional field. The primary aims of the MBA program are:

1. To prepare students for managerial positions in the private and 
government sectors.

2. To produce leaders who can handle the ever changing nature of the 
challenges and opportunities of rapidly evolving corporate sector.

3. To provide the students the ability to analyze, synthesize and evaluate 
key theoretical concepts and practical applications regarding Business 
management.

4. To prepare the students to take up jobs in divergent industrial sectors 
and thus will open numerous avenues.

 5. To provide industrial insight, including an overview of the contemporary 
global market and awareness of the natural resources which will help 
to manage scarcity and develop a risk-aware business culture.
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MBAHealth Care Management

Programme Description
The Master of Business Administration (MBA) in Health Care Management (HCM) course offered by Lincoln 
University College (LUC) provides opportunities for students to develop their capability to engage and 
deal with uncertainty, change and turbulence in the organizational environments, and to develop skills in 
strategy, leadership, innovation and ethical and social responsibility. This course is designed for mid-career 
professionals, whose careers and management responsibilities transcend a single functional specialty and 
require a broad array of specialized knowledge and skills. The core courses in an MBA program cover various 
areas of business such as accounting, finance, marketing, human resources, and operations management in 
a manner most relevant to management analysis and strategy.
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Entry Requirements
Pass in Bachelor Degree related 
to the programme.

Any qualification recognized by 
Government of Malaysia.

Intake :
January   |   May   |   September

Programme Duration
Minimum Duration: 18 Months

List of Course/Module Offered in the Programme 

Sl. No Subject Name Credit

1 Health Care Finance and Accounting 3

2 Health Care Economics 3

3 Human Resource Management 3

4 Hospital Architecture, Planning, design and Maintenance 3

5 Ethics in Health Care 3

6 Marketing Management 3

7 Management of health care services 3

8 Hospital Information Systems 3

9 Research Methodology 3

10 Essential Elements of Healthcare Management 3

11 Health Care Operations Management 3

12 Hospital & Health Care System (History & evolution) 3

13 Hospital Support Services 3

14 Hospital Management 3

15 Health care Laws 3

16 International Health Care Management 3

17 Project Work 6

Master of  Business Administration (MBA) in Health Care Management
MQA (PA 6197) 

Programme Aim
The aim of the programme is to prepare the students with skills of curiosity, 
initiative, independence, reflection and knowledge transfer that will allow 
them to enhance their managerial effectiveness. After completion of 
these course students will gain an understanding of the business strategies, 
business concepts and business skills. Graduates acquire the essential skills, 
which will help them to administer the business affairs, in the professional 
field. The primary aims of the MBA program are:

1. To prepare students for managerial positions in the health care field in 
private sector and government sectors.

2. To produce leaders who can handle the ever changing nature of the 
challenges and opportunities of rapidly evolving health care sector.

3. To provide the students the ability to analyze, synthesize and evaluate 
key theoretical concepts and practical applications regarding Business 
management.

4. To prepare the students to take up jobs in divergent industrial sectors 
and thus will open numerous avenues.

 5. To provide industrial insight, including an overview of the contemporary 
international health care and allied market and awareness of the natural 
resources which will help to manage scarcity and develop a risk-aware 
business culture.
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MBASupply Chain 
and Logistics Management

Programme Description
The Master of Business Administration (MBA) in Supply Chain and Logistics Management (SCLM) course 
offered by Lincoln University College (LUC) provides opportunities for students to develop their capability 
to engage and deal with uncertainty, change and turbulence in the organizational environments, and 
to develop skills in strategy, leadership, innovation and ethical and social responsibility. This course 
is designed for mid-career professionals, whose careers and management responsibilities transcend 
a single functional specialty and require a broad array of specialized knowledge and skills. The core 
courses in an MBA program cover various areas of business such as accounting, finance, marketing, 
human resources, and operations management in a manner most relevant to management analysis 
and strategy.
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Entry Requirements
Pass in Bachelor Degree related  
to the programme.

Any qualification recognized by 
Government of Malaysia.

Intake :
January   |   May   |   September

Programme Duration
Minimum Duration: 18 Months

Programme Aim

List of Course/Module Offered in the Programme 

Sl. No Subject Name Credit

1 Business Accounting and Finance 3

2 Business Economics 3

3 Human Resource Management  3

4 Organizational Behavior 3

5 Business Ethics 3

6 Marketing Management 3

7 Strategic Management 3

8 Inventory Management 3

9 Logistic and Supply Chain Management 3

10 Quality Management 3

11 Purchase and Stores Management 3

12 Air Cargo Logistics Management 3

13 Railway and Road Transport Management. 3

14 Cross Culture Management and Global issue. 3

15 Business Research Methodology 3

16 Export Trade and Documentation 3

17 Project Work 6

Master of  Business Administration (MBA)  
in Supply Chain and Logistics Management
KPT/JPS(PA  4747) 08/20 

The aim of the programme is to prepare the students with skills of curiosity, 
initiative, independence, reflection and knowledge transfer that will 
allow them to enhance their managerial effectiveness. After completion 
of these course students will gain an understanding of the business 
strategies, business concepts and business skills. Graduates acquire the 
essential skills, which will help them to administer the business affairs, in 
the professional field. The primary aims of the MBA program are:

1. To prepare students for managerial positions in the Supply chain and 
Logistics field  in private sector and government sectors.

2. To produce leaders who can handle the ever changing nature of the 
challenges and opportunities of rapidly evolving S C L M   sector.

3. To provide the students the ability to analyze, synthesize and evaluate 
key theoretical concepts and practical applications regarding Business 
management.

4. To prepare the students to take up jobs in divergent industrial sectors 
and thus will open numerous avenues.

5. To provide industrial insight, including an overview of the contemporary 
international SCLM market and awareness of the natural resources which 
will help to manage scarcity and develop a risk-aware business culture.
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MBAOil and Gas

Programme Description
The Master of Business Administration (MBA) in Oil and Gas course offered by Lincoln University 
College (LUC) provides opportunities for students to develop their capability to engage and deal 
with uncertainty, change and turbulence in the organizational environments, and to develop skills in 
strategy, leadership, innovation and ethical and social responsibility. This course is designed for mid-
career professionals, whose careers and management responsibilities transcend a single functional 
specialty and require a broad array of specialized knowledge and skills. The core courses in an MBA 
program cover various areas of business such as accounting, finance, marketing, human resources, 
and operations management in a manner most relevant to management analysis and strategy.
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Entry Requirements
Pass in Bachelor Degree related  
to the programme.

Any qualification recognized  
by Government of Malaysia.

Intake :
January   |   May   |   September

Programme Duration
Minimum Duration: 18 Months

Programme Aim

Sl. No Subject Name Credit

1 Business Accounting and Finance 3

2 Organizational Behavior 3

3 Business Ethics 3

4 Management Information System 3

5 Energy Management 3

6 Marketing Management 3

7 Strategic Management 3

8 Business Research Methodology 3

9 Project Work 3

10 Petroleum Economics 3

11 International Energy Policy & Contract Law 3

12 Operation and Logistics Management. 3

13 Project Management & Organizational Development (Oil & Gas) 3

14 Health, Safety & Risk Management in oil & gas industry 3

15 Leadership, Communication and Change in Oil and Gas Industry 3

16 International Aspects of Oil & Gas Affairs & Agreements 3

17 Energy Ethics and Sustainability 3

Master of  Business Administration (MBA) in Oil and Gas
KPT/JPS(PA 3800)09/19 

The aim of the programme is to prepare the students with skills of curiosity, 
initiative, independence, reflection and knowledge transfer that will allow 
them to enhance their managerial effectiveness. After completion of these 
course students will gain an understanding of the business strategies, 
business concepts and business skills. Graduates acquire the essential skills, 
which will help them to administer the business affairs, in the professional 
field. The primary aims of the MBA program are:

1 To prepare students for managerial positions in the private, oil & Gas 
sector and government sectors.

2 To produce leaders who can handle the ever changing nature of the 
challenges and opportunities of rapidly evolving ONG  sector.

3 To provide the students the ability to analyze, synthesize and evaluate 
key theoretical concepts and practical applications regarding Business 
management.

4 To prepare the students to take up jobs in divergent industrial sectors 
and thus will open numerous avenues.

5 To provide industrial insight, including an overview of the contemporary 
international oil and market and awareness of the natural resources 
which will help to manage scarcity and develop a risk-aware business 
culture.

List of Course/Module Offered in the Programme 
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MBAHuman Resource 
Management

Programme Description
The Master of Business Administration (MBA) in Human Resources Management course offered by 
Lincoln University College (LUC) provides opportunities for students to develop their capability to 
engage and deal with uncertainty, change and turbulence in the organizational environments, and 
to develop skills in strategy, leadership, innovation and ethical and social responsibility. This course 
is designed for mid-career professionals, whose careers and management responsibilities transcend 
a single functional specialty and require a broad array of specialized knowledge and skills. The core 
courses in an MBA program cover various areas of business such as accounting, finance, marketing, 
human resources, and operations management in a manner most relevant to management analysis 
and strategy.
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Entry Requirements
Pass in Bachelor Degree related  
to the programme.

Any qualification recognized by 
Government of Malaysia.

Intake :

January   |   May   |   September

Programme Duration

Minimum Duration: 18 Months

Programme Aim

List of Course/Module Offered in the Programme 

Sl. No Subject Name Credit

1 Business Accounting and Finance 3

2 Business Economics 3

3 Human Resource Development and Leadership 3

4 Organizational Behavior 3

5 Business Ethics 3

6 Corporate Social Responsibility 3

7 Marketing Management 3

8 Strategic Management 3

9 Business Research Methodology 3

10 Performance Management Systems and Strategies 3

11 International Human Resource Management 3

12 Corporate Governance 3

13 Operations Management 3

14 Entrepreneurship 3

15 Diversity of Management 3

16 Industrial Relations 3

17 Project Work 6

Master of  Business Administration (MBA)  
in Human Resource Management
KPT/JPS(PA  3996)03/19 

The aim of the programme is to prepare the students with skills of curiosity, 
initiative, independence, reflection and knowledge transfer that will 
allow them to enhance their managerial effectiveness. After completion 
of these course students will gain an understanding of the business 
strategies, business concepts and business skills. Graduates acquire the 
essential skills, which will help them to administer the business affairs, in 
the professional field. The primary aims of the MBA program are:

1 To prepare students for managerial positions in the HR field private 
sector and government sectors.

2 To produce leaders who can handle the ever changing nature of the 
challenges and opportunities of rapidly evolving HR  sector.

3 To provide the students the ability to analyze, synthesize and evaluate 
key theoretical concepts and practical applications regarding Business 
management.

4 To prepare the students to take up jobs in divergent industrial sectors 
and thus will open numerous avenues.

5 To provide industrial insight, including an overview of the contemporary 
international HR  market and awareness of the natural resources which 
will help to manage scarcity and develop a risk-aware business culture.
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Fee Structure and Mode of Payments

Session Fee

4000 AED !!
Can be payable by equivalent monthly installments

Terms & Conditions : Session Fee 2000 AED Should be Completed before the Exam 
Initial Reg. Fee 4000AED

Programme Chart

SEMESTER 1

Session I

Jan / Feb / Mar  4000 AED

Session II

Apr / May / Jun Exam - June End 4000 AED

SEMESTER 2

Session III

July / Aug / Sep 4000 AED

Session IV

Oct / Nov / Dec Exam - Dec. End 4000 AED

SEMESTER 3

Session V

Jan / Feb / Mar  4000 AED

Session VI

Apr / May / Jun Exam - June End 4000 AED
Lectures
Lectures are Mandatory

Each subject should set a minimum of 75%  
off attendance.

Entry Requirements :
- Degree Certificate Copy

- Passport Copy

- 6 photographs

i. Bachelor with a minimum CGPA of 2.50 or 
equivalent, as accepted by PPT Senate; or

ii. Bachelor’s Degree or the equivalent not 
CGPA of 2.50 may be admitted subject to 
a minimum of 5 years working experience 
in the relevant field; or

iii. Other qualifications recognized by the 
Malaysian Government.

 

For non-Malaysian citizens, please refer to the 
Malaysian Qualification Agency’s (MQA) List of 
Overseas 

Qualifications & its equivalency with Malaysian 
Education System to see if you qualify for this 
course.

MBA
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Doctor of Philosophy

Ph.D
Courses
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Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) in Management
KPT/JPS(PA 4303)11/17

Ph.D
Management
Programme Description
The primary objective of the Ph.D. in Management programme 
in Lincoln University College is to prepare qualified students for 
careers in university-level teaching and research and for responsible 
positions in business and government and provide the student 
with a sound conceptual understanding of a set of research 
tools. This will enhance their understanding of the ethical issues 
involved in research and teaching and promote the attainment 
of the highest standards in the  professional environment. 

Programme Aim
The programme aims to provide students with advanced 
knowledge in the theory and practice of Management 
studies with the concept of research work, prepare them 
for critical problem solving, decision making on various 
situations and responsibilities in the course of their work 
by qualified managerial level Management professionals 
to lend support towards Management work in their 
specialty. Also, the programme aims to develop and 
prepare students with Research knowledge and 
aptitude that is useful for industrial need and in the 
following professional management areas such as: 

1 Human Resource Management
2 Marketing Management
3 International Business Management
4 Public Relations Management, 

Entrepreneurial Management
5 Operational and Technology Management
6 Corporate strategic Management
7 Logistics and Supply Chain Management
8 Accounts and Finance Management
9 Health Informatics Management
10 Health Care Management
11 Hospitality Management
12 Tourism Management
13 Business Law Management and 

many related areas.

Intake :
January   |   May   |   September 

Entry Requirements
A Master’s degree (Level 7, KKM) accepted by the Higher

Education Provider (HEP) Senate; or  
OA-Level – Passed in min 2 subjects or.

Other qualifications equivalent to a masters degree

Programme Duration
Minimum Duration: 24 Months 
Maximum Duration: 60 Months

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) in Management
KPT/JPS(PA 4303)11/17



Ph.D
Engineering
Programme Description
The Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) in Engineering programme has been 
designed to provide students with in-depth knowledge in various 
fields of specialization to enable them to formulate questions and 
plan and carry out research in their respective subject areas. The 
candidates would be able to conduct a high-level research and 
address complex technical questions and challenge the established 
knowledge and practices on the respective subjects. The Ph.D 
candidates would be capable enough to evaluate the work of 
others as well, at the same level. The candidates will also evaluate 
the application of different techniques in the subject areas 
and shall contribute to the development of new theories, new 
knowledge and new methods in the respective subject area.

Programme Aim
The Ph.D in Engineering programme in Lincoln University 
College is to prepare a selected number of qualifed students 
for careers in university-level teaching and research and for 
responsible positions in Government and Private Engineering 
industries. The primary aims of the programme are:

 To provide students with advanced knowledge in the theory 
and practice of areas of engineering studies with the concept 
of research work.

 To prepare the learners for critical problem solving, decision 
making on various situations and responsibilities in the 
course of their research work

 To create qualifed managerial level Engineering 
professionals to provide support towards Engineering work 
in their specialty subjects

 To develop and prepare professionals with Research 
knowledge and aptitude that is useful for industrial need 
and in the professional engineering specialty area.

 To train student the significance of skills and knowledge 
in specialties under Civil Engineering, Environmental 
Engineering and Management, Geotechnical 
Engineering, Architectural Engineering, Chemical 
Engineering, Petroleum Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Computer Engineering, Metallurgical 
Engineering, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, 
Bioengineering, Biochemical Engineering, 
Engineering Management, Production and 
Industrial Engineering

Intake :
January   |   May   |   September 

Entry Requirements
 Recognized Master’s degree (Malaysian 

Qualifcations Framework, MQF Level 7) 
in Engineering or its equivalent; or

 Other qualifcations equivalent to a Master’s degree 
(MQF Level 7) that are accepted by the Senate

 English language requirements for international 
students;
 A minimum score in the Test of English as 

a Foreign Language (TOEFL)
 i) 550 in the TOEFL Paper Based Test; OR
ii)  80 in the TOEFL Internet Based Test; OR

 A minimum score of 6.0 in the International 
English Language Testing System (IELTS).

Programme Duration
Minimum Duration: 36 Months 
Maximum Duration: 120 Months

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Engineering
KPT/JPS(PA 4303)11/17
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List of Course/Module Offered in the Programme

1st Year

Code Course Name

PEN 101 Research Methodology

PDP 102 Computer Applications

1st 2nd Year
Elective Broad Subject Area Student have to choose Any one Area

PEN 101 Civil Engineering

PDP 102 Mechanical Engineering

PDP 103 Electrical Engineering

PDP 104 Chemical Engineering

1. Structural Engineering

2. Off-Shore Structural Engineering

3. Highway & Transportation Design Engineering

4. Environmental Engineering And Management

5. Geotechnical Engineering

6. Water Resources Engineering

7. Urban Planning Engineering

8. Town & Country Planning Engineering

9. Hydraulic Engineering

10. Geotechnical Engineering

11. Architectural Engineering

12. Waste Water Engineering

13. Sustainable Engineering

14. Advanced Seismic Technology Engineering

15. Non-Seismic Methods Engineering

16. Advanced Engine Development Engineering

17. Construction And Project Management Engineering

18. Manufacturing System Optimization Engineering

19. System Level Integration Engineering

20. Infrastructure Systems Engineering

21. Construction Engineering Management

22. Rock Physics Engineering

Research work  
on any one of the 
following topics

Research work  
on any one of the 
following topics

CIVIL ENGINEERING PHDE 101 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING PHDE 102

1. Deep Reservoir (High Pressure High Temperature)
Engineering

2. Cementing Technology Engineering

3. Flow Assurance Engineering

4. Drilling Optimization Engineering

5. Drilling Fluid And Completion Engineering

6. Mechanical Systems Design Engineering

7. Vehicle Design Engineering

8. Friction Stir Welding Engineering

9. Metallurgical Engineering

10. Instrumentation Engineering And Control

11. Printing Engineering

12. Modeling, Simulation, And Visualization Engineering

13. Integrated Basin Analysis Engineering

14. Reservoir Characterization, Modeling & Simulation 
Engineering

15. Carbonate Reservoir Characterization Engineering

16. Carbonate Sedimentology, Diagenesis And Sequence 
Stratigraphy Engineering

17. Energy Systems Engineering

18. Production & Industrial Engineering

19. Energy And Sustainability Engineering

20. Engineering Management



List of Course/Module Offered in the Programme

1. Geographical Information System (GIS) Engineering

2.  Communications Engineering

3. Sensor Technology Engineering

4. Energy Utilisation & Power System Engineering

5.  Electronic System Design Engineering

6.  Power Electronics Engineering

7.  Power Systems Engineering

8.  Microelectronics Engineering

9.  Computer Engineering

10.  Computer Architecture

1. Ionic Liquid Engineering

2.  Bio-Fuel Engineering

3.  Material Development Engineering

4.  Advanced Process Control Engineering

5.  Process System Engineering

6.  Process Safety Engineering

7.  Oil Field Chemical Engineering

8.  Petroleum Engineering

9.  Catalysis Engineering

10.  Reactor Technology Engineering

11.  Unconventional Hydrocarbon Engineering

12.  Petrochemical Engineering

13.  Petroleum Geosciences Engineering

14.  Separation Engineering

15.  Advanced Materials And Processing Engineering

16.  Biochemical Engineering

17.  Bioengineering

18.  Enhanced Oil Recovery Engineering

19.  Corrosion and Reliability Engineering

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  PHDE 103 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING PHDE 104

Research work  
on any one of the 
following topics

Research work  
on any one of the 
following topics
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DBA
Business Administration
Programme Description
The world of business and management is going through rapid  
and profound changes; therefore new theories needs to be created 
and novel strategies as well as practices needs to be implemented. 
Institutional leaders, policy makers and administrators are 
confronted by novel situations in their respected professional 
field and indeed this has precipitated the need for new 
knowledge to be quickly translated into practice, which can be 
achieved with the help of advanced research activity.

It is in this context that Lincoln University College introduced 
its innovative Doctor of Business Administration (DBA) 
program - with its other post-graduate management 
education programmes. The DBA: exposes candidates 
to critical management issues and relevant theories; 
ensures that students acquire a thorough understanding 
of all the aspects related to this programme and 
requires them to demonstrate a post-MBA level of 
conceptual understanding. It has been designed to 
develop, their ability to, source, analyse, interpret, 
explain and link data, communicate research 
effectively as well as expeditiously and translate 
concepts into practice. 

Programme Aim
DBA focuses on the development of the 
thinking capability of the students and also 
prepares the students for leadership roles, such 
as, administrators or business professionals, 
who will facilitate the development of 
business organizations and also work 
towards the enhancement of global 
business. DBA promotes applied research 
relevant to industries and business 
organizations. DBA addresses the global 
business challenges of the 21st century. 
This program of study is thus intended 
for individuals, who are willing to 
confront the challenges and make 
significant contribution as far as 
global business is concerned. 

Doctor of Business Administration (DBA) 
KPT/JPS(PA 0984)02/17

Intake :
January   |   May   |   September 

Entry Requirements
Master of Business Administration

Any other equivalent qualification

For non-Malaysian citizens, please refer to the Malaysian 
Qualification Agency’s (MQA) List of Overseas Qualifications 
& its equivalency with Malaysian Education System to see if 
you qualify for this course

Programme Duration
Minimum Duration: 24 Months 
Maximum Duration: 60 Months
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Student Academic and Research Schedule Plan

Sl No. Academic and Research Work Duration

1 Compulsory Course work and allotment of Postgraduate Supervisor 6 Month

2
Synopsis submission on the proposed Ph.D. topic  and approval by 
Ph.D. Research Development Committee

Within 1month after completion 
of Compulsory Course Work 

3 Registration of Ph.D topic 

After approval of proposed Synopsis 
of the postgraduate research work 
by Postgraduate Research Degree 
Committee/ Postgraduate Study 
Committee

4

1st Presentation on Research Progress to the Postgraduate Research 
Degree Committee/ Postgraduate Study Committee & also need 
to submit Progress report of their research progress to Centre of 
Postgraduate Studies.

After  6 moth from the date of approval 
of postgraduate research synopsis

5

2nd Presentation on Research Progress to the Postgraduate Research 
Degree Committee/ Postgraduate Study Committee & also need 
to submit Progress report of their research progress to Centre of 
Postgraduate Studies.

Every 6 month

6

3rd Presentation on Research Progress to the Postgraduate Research 
Degree Committee/ Postgraduate Study Committee & also need 
to submit Progress report of their research progress to Centre of 
Postgraduate Studies.

Every 6 month

7

4th Presentation on Research Progress to the Postgraduate Research 
Degree Committee/ Postgraduate Study Committee. (If Research 
work Completed then Drafted Thesis Submission & presentation 
on drafted thesis) (If approved by Postgraduate Research Degree 
Committee/ Postgraduate Study Committee then Final Write up and 
binding of thesis)

After 6 Month from 3rd Research 
Progress presentation

8 Final Thesis Submission for Thesis Evaluation 4 to 6 month

9
Final Thesis defend and Viva Voce to Ph.D. Research Development 
Committee along with External Examiner. 

1 Month after successful thesis 
evaluation.

10

If the Final Thesis defend and Viva Voce will be completed 
successfully then Centre of Postgraduate Study Centre will be 
sending the proposal for awarding of Ph.D to the Senate. If Senate 
approved then awarding of provisional certificate until the next 
convocation.

Within 1 month from final thesis 
defend.

41
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Fee Structure for Ph.D 

Sl No. First Year Amount (AED)

1 University Registration   Fee 10500

2  Academic center Registration fee 2500

3 Course Fee 2500

4 Guide Fee & Orientation Program Fee 5000

                                                                                                                             Total 20500

Sl No. Third Year Amount (AED)

1 University Registration   Fee 5500

2 Course Fee 2500

3 Guide Fee & Orientation Program Fee 4000

                                                                                                                             Total 12000

Grand Total For Three Years :  44500/- AED

Guide Fees

An additional fee of AED 20,000/- will be charged for the guide appointed 
by the college (Optional) 

Sl No. Second Year Amount (AED)

1 University Registration   Fee 5500

2 Course Fee 2500

3 Guide Fee & Orientation Program Fee 4000

                                                                                                                             Total 12000
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Course Prospectus

Join Us & Experience
The Quality Education

Leading With Trust
(A College Registered Under Fujairah Freezone,
Govt Of Fujairah, UAE)

Leading With Trust

(A College Registered Under Fujairah Freezone,
Govt Of Fujairah, UAE)

www.brillianzgroup.com   -   f : www.facebook.com/brillianzgroup

w w w. b i m s c o l l e g e . a e

Brillianz Educational Group

Dubai   |   Sharjah   |   Abu Dhabi   |   Fujairah   |   Al Ain   |   Rak   |   Oman
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